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ROBERT BRACE, et ala,
Def eridants

Proceedings held before the HONORABLE
StTSA~T PARADISE BAXTER, UaS. Magistrate Judge,
in Judge`s Chambers, U.So Courthouse, Erie,
Pennsylvania, on Friday, April 7, 2017°
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LAURA J, BRowN, Esquire, (via Phone),
U.So Department of Justice,
Environment and Natural Resources Division,
appearing on behalf of the Plaintiff°

~~.zx~r trF-zozzx, Esquire, (via ~1~one> ,

tTaS. Department of Justice,
Environment and Natural Resources Di.vision.,
appearing on behalf of the Plaintiffs
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U.S. Department of Justice,
Environment and Natural Resources Division.,
appearing on behalf of the Plaintiff.
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zTz, esquire, (via P~.one),

NEAL R. DEVLII~T, Esquire,
Knox, McLaughlin, Gornall & Sennett,
appearing on behalf of the Defendants.
LAGVREIVCE A, KOGAI~T, Esquire,
The Kogan Law Group, PoCa
appearing on behalf of the Defendants.
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(Whereupon, the proceedings began at 11:00 aem.,
on Friday, April 7, 2017, in Judge`s Chambers.)

5
6

THE COURT:

"Phis i.s Civil Action 90-229 Erie,

7

United States of America versus Robert Brace, et al.

8

chambers I have the court reporter, my staff attorney, Cynthia

9

Sander, Esquire,

10

Mr. Devlino

11

correct?

12

In my

We hazre Mr. Kogan for Mr, brace, along with

On the line I assume I haves Laura gown, is that

MS. BROWNa

des, your Honoro

I also have Mike

13

Colville, Brian TJholik, as well as Ken Amaditz, who's the

14

assistant section chief ixa my office,

15
16

THE COLTR'Ta

the d~cl~et, is that cox'rect?

17

MR.

l~

TIE COURT:

19

So the last gentleman would not be on

DITZ;

'That's correct, your' ~Ionor.
V~Te`re going to have to get that taken

care of o

20

My first discussion with yon is this.

21

cases that come to me by way of Nudge Schwab, but this is a

22

first, the oldest.

23

briefing and. moving regarding the ~~rents at your meeliati.on is

24

sometka.ing that I do not x°u.le on.

25

district that because so many issues may occur that could color

I have a lot

L,et me say this to get started..

All of the

[fie have a policy in this

O

1

the trial judge, that the ADR. committee judges take turns on

2

those motionso

3

to the next ~1DR judge can the list .

4

Hornak, I'm not sure>

5

ADR judge will take and will decide the moti~na

6

judge's decision on issues of things that are confidential and

7

under Seale

8
9

And today I've entered an order referring this
I' m thinking it' s Judge

Mark Hornak, but I'm not sure.

'The newt

It's also that

So those things wall go to that judge.
But I want ~o say that I skimmed those things and to

defendants' counsel who are here, there is not a docketed

10

motion, there is not a docketed event, that i~ a motion to

11

seal.

12

There is a discussion of unsealing in an errata, as I recall

13

the errata, but there isn't an actual motion.

14

you there's not a federal judge in the country that does a

15

motion that's not docketed with a little gavel on ito

16

our little symbol to make sure we decide it.

17

notice it typically whin that's nat therea

18

if ghat is part of your briefing, you take care of that°

I mean a motion to unseal.

19

MR. e DEVLIN o

20

THE COURT:

I meant that, I'm sorry>

And I can assure

Tl~..at's

We just don't
So please make sure

Thank you, your I-ionox' .
The erratas were confusing to me

21

somewhat, they didn't track. necessarily the document that the

22

errata was filed to correct.

23

just going to throw that out there, you may hear that from the

24

judge who takes that ono

25

there, I used to have the names of them, one was done by

But that's not mfr oration, I'm

You can, also, there are cases out

1

Magistrate Judge Kell, one by Magistrate Judge Lenihan,

2

because magistrate judges and district judges are on the

3

committee, they take them in turn without notice of whether

4

it's a district judge or a magistrate judge,

5

cases that decide these motioa~s for sanctions are out there to

6

look at, depending on wha you get.

7

Horn.ak that's next, we'll see.

8
9

but some of those

I have a feeling id's Judge

But that will be passed me.

Nova, let's go to the matter at hand that is mine.
Obviously, the new case is riot on my docket, I'm aware of it,

10

though.

11

enforce th.e Consent Order, i~ that correct?

My issue is simply, but not simply, is the motion to

12

MRe DEVLIN:

Yes, the government, your Honor, has

13

filed a motion to enforce the Consent Order,

14

been competing motions, an inita.al briefly schedule, a case

15

management arder, as to hew to get that resolved.

16

TIE COURT e

I unde~'stand.

And then there's

I am concex`ried th~.t tl~1e

17

motions are taking a cure to open this up beyond what is

18

required of me .

19

contract,

20

timeliness and those kinds of things are as they v~rould affect a

2i

contract,

22

correct, not correct -- let's actually stmt with the

23

gov~rx~.ment?

24
25

T~kaat is required of me is to determine the

Z believes

So that issues of parole e~ridence ar~d

Now, somebody talk to me about my view, is that

M~. BROWN:

Your Honor, we would agree with you that

this is a straightforward motion.

Motion to enforce Consent

0

1

Decree, tnrh~ch is a judicial decree, but has the same contract

2

law principles apply>

3

straightforward matter where the court can look at the Consera.t

4

Decree and determine whether or not defendants have violated

And. so we believe that this is a

5
6

THE COURT;

7

MR. DEVLIN:

Okaya

Gentlemen,

So, your Honor, we do not disagree iri

8

substar~.ce that this is essentially a breach of contract claim

9

that's coming to you in the form of a Consent Order.

I've

10

handled many of those, I know you have presided over many of

11

them.

12

figure out if there was in fact a breach.

13

response to the briefing schedule to identify those open

l4

factual issues.

15

would say, your Honor, I think id's best to sew it by the fact

16

that they have a declaration from Mr. Lutte, which ~s attached

l7

to their motion to enforce Consent Order, that makes certain

1~

factual assertions,

19

assertions.

20
21
22

Generally how that happens is we have some discovery anal
We tried in th.e

There are a number of theme

I guess what I

We dispute many of those factual

We dispute what they claim vae did,
'THE COURT:

I expected you would,

What do you need

all of this discovery for?
MRo DEVLINo

The other thing as to why we need all

23

of this discovery, your Honor, is we need to depose some folks

24

who were at this meeting.

25

my clients were there.

There was a meeting in 2012, where

And where Ms< gown and her colleagues

0

1

and clients were there°

2

were a lot ~f people at that meeting,

3

was discussed, what vras permitted°

4

directly to the issue as to what the government told us we

5

could do.

7

10

people there.

How many people were there that you. want

I think tkaere were a total of eight

At this point, pulling it off the top of my-

head, maybe that or less than that, as a rough approximation.

11

THE COL7RT:

12

MRa DEV~,IN:

13

I think those things go

• •-•.
MR. DEVLINe

9

Many' of whom heard what

Additionally, your Honor -THE COURT;

6

They were not the only peaple, there

From all of them you xaeed a deposition?

I think so, your Honors

Maybes not all

of them, your ~-Ior~or .

14

THE COURT;

15

MR. DEVL,INo

Cumulati~ere evidence,
Understood°

I believe there's goa.ng to

16

be profound disagreement as 'to what was said.

17

disagreement as to the legal import of anything that was said,

18

what happened there.

19

Consent Order, as a contract, Maas ambiguities a.x~ i.t.

20

Honor, you made 'the point, this is a 1990 case, you're correct°

21

We vaould like nothing better than nod. to be here.

22
23
24
25

••

Profound

Additionally, ~rour Honor, we believe the
Your

THE COURTa

It's not timely to argue about those

MR . KOGI~T o

If I may inter] ec'c , youx° Honor .

•

Plaintiffs had a number of years Frith no complaints about the

r-~

1

noncompliance with respect to this Consent Decree<

2

been over the years disagreements of what the meaning of the

3

terms of the Consent Decree was.

4

THE COURTo

5

There have

You have a soft voice, Nlso Brown, are

you able to hear?

6

MS. BROWN:

If I could ask Mra Kogan to speak up9

7

MR. KOG~7e

I can be very loud, I`ll put on my New

8

York voice.

9

the scope and subject matter of the Consent Decree, as to what

There has beer. a longstanding disagreement as to

10

is the description of the specific location of the property,

11

the perimeter of the property.

12

was to be placed back i,n at the time the Consent Decree was

13

executed.

14

government enforced the Consent Decree, which resulted in

15

ongoing flooding over the land parcel in question, which then

16

seeped over to and oxa contiguous parcels.

And wka.at condita.on the property

And that took place because of the ~nray the

1?

THE COITRT o

18

MR. DEVZINe

That' s ~l~xe neva case
Not entirely,

There is one farm, three

19

differently named attachments, which is the easiest way to

20

describe it,

21

and bounds are for what we call the Murphy farm.

22

adjacent to th.e Murphy farm, across a dirt road, is what is

23

referred to as the Homestead.farma

24

water has occurred.

25

The Consent Decree deals with whatever the metes

NtR. KOG~T;

Immediatel~r

That's wh.~re seepage of

In all actuality it's one farm, one

~'7

1

~~~

2
3
4

MR a DEVLIIIT a

deals with activities on what is called the Marsh property°

5

THE COURT:

6

MR. DEVLIN:

7

Which is contiguous?
Which is contiguous t~ the Homestead

farm, but does n.ot touch th.e Murphy farmo

8
9

Just to f iriisk~, the 2017 case, that

I~IR, KOGA~T:

Through the enforcement actions of the

government, ~nrith which Mr. Brace complied, the parcels became

10

flooded and unusable°

11

was supposed to be originally- the subject area fir compliance

12

was unclear°

13

government decided that it wanted to define the boundaries --

14

with incremental encroachment upon the other parcel for

15

purposes of regulations under the Clean Water Acto

16
17

That only became an issue in 2012 when the

THE COURT:

The metes and bounds were not clear when

the Consent Decree was entereel into?

18

MR, KOGANo

19

MR. DEVLIN:

20

The metes and bounds of the areas that

There ~nras no survey taken°
The Consent Decree indicates an area of

approximately 30 acres in generally a U-shape.

21

MR, KOG~T:

It's not clear.

One of the issues for discovery is

22

whether there was even a surrey at the time, it vJas not

23

appended to the Consent Decre~a

24

marker°

25

THE COURTo

It was a dark map clone with a

That wasn't very clean, Ms. Government.

1

MS. BROWN:

Your Hanor, I'll ~.ddress a couple of the

2

issues raised by opposing counsels

3

flooding issue,

4

complying vaith the Consent Decree that was drafted, as they

5

agreed to it in 1996.

6

in the Court o~ Federal Claims arguing ghat there was

7

unintended consequences from the Cansent Decree that caused

8

flooding on other parts of their property, including the

9

Homestead farm.

First, addressing the

First of all, defendants had no problem

Shortly thereafter, they brought a claim

That was a regulatory taking,

And in the

10

argument in this case, they ra.isecl some of the ambiguities that

11

they addressed Howe

12

into tl~e Conserbt Decree under duress .

13

They also argued that Mr, Bx°ac~ entered

The Curt of Federal Claims heard their arguments

14

and rejected theme

15

Court denied certiorari~o

16

issues that have already been decided, it's our position

17

they're barred from daing tl~aat o

The Circuit Co~.rt affirmed°

The Supreme

For the defendants to re-litigate

18

THE COtTRT:

Res judicata,

19

MS. BROWN>

Exactly.

With respect to the July 2012

20

site visit that the defendants argue authorization was orally

21

given to defendants, that is demonstrably false°

22

like to make it clear for the record. that I was not at that

23

site visit°

24

violations were discovered.

25

place, it v~ras in July,

Fa.rst, I'd

I was at the site visit in 2015 after° these
but the 2012 sites visit that took

Mro brace himself, in a letter to the

11

1

EPA, documented what was paid and what permission he thought

2

was given during that site visit°

3

Mr. brace penned, he specifically said he was told to stay out

4

of the 30 -acre Consent Decree area.

5

In that letter, which

THE COURT:

They're saying they don't know where

MSe BROWN:

Well, your Honor, prior ~o that -- first

6
7
8

of all, they do know where it is.

9

attached to the Consent Decree, they respectfully know where it

We have the documents

10

is.

11

investigators whin they would go on si~ea

12

Mr. Brace, to the extent he may have some confusion, although,

13

he would be able to comply with the Consent Decree in 1996,. he

14

certainly knew where he needed to go to remove drainage file in

15

the '90s, as required by the Consent Decree°

16

additional maps.

17

visit, a polygon.

18

the area ~o assist him in determining boundaries, as well as

19

aerial pictures,

20

is a red herring, Mre brace does know exactly the metes and

21

bounds.

Mr. Brace pointed that out on many occasions to the EPA

22

We intend to assist

We have sent him, prior ~o the July 2012 site
Which is the Consent Decree area, drawn on

I would respectfully argue, your Honor, that

Mr, Brace was a witness in the trial of the 1990

23

action.

24

that it was 3Q acres and that it was wetlands,

25

We have sent him

He stipulated at that time that this was the site and

THE COURT:

All right, Ms> gown, I'm not going to

1

argue the case here i.n full°

2

are meant to do and in understanding that we follow the lava,

3

may I ask, this man has flooded property on a farm that hip

4

family has farmed for years ~- I mean, is there n.o

5

accommodation the go~rernment can work out?

6

MS , BROG~II~T :

And despite what federal courts

Four Honor, I think that the government

7

would be willing to vaork with Mro brace if h:e would make

8

accurate representations t~ the EPA when they're on site.

9

He has never asked to modify this Consent Decree.

He, despite

10

defendants' assertions in their brief, has never reached. out to

11

the gavernment regarding modification of the Consent Decree

12

THE COURT:

I want him toa

If he hasn't, I want him

13

toe

14

What proposal -- we could manipulate are. early ADR to be most

15

useful here.

So let's talk right now about the early CDR process,

16

Tn~hat's your thoughts on that, everyone?

MR, DEVLINo

dour Honor, if I may, if that's okay,

17

So, obviously, we've been to ADR once, that's where the motion

18

for sanctions came out of, came out of that mediationm

19

talk about the substance of that mediation.

20
21
22

THE COURTe

I clop't want to knows

I won't

Did he ask for

more time?
MRo DEVLINe

No, Mr. Cook, the mediator felt, I

23

believe, I guess maybe I'm misreading you, your Honors

24

believe Mr. Cork, the mediator, in his report indicated that he

25

felt that further ADR could ]ae fru.itful after some developm~n~.

I

13

1

of things°

2

this thing resolved.

3

our client would say if he was sitting in the room.

4

We're happy to meet, your Honor, and try to get
You`ve just very accurately depicted what

Your Honor, I want to raise two brief points, I

5

think this is directly on discovery.

6

statement about the taking case ignores a key part of that

7

case, where the EPA witness, I believe it was Mr. Lapp, he

8

testified as to the exact purpose of the Consent Decrees

9

because it is not clear,

Attorney Brown's

He said the purpose of the Consent

10

Decree was to return the property to the hydrological status

11

that existed in 1984, that`s what he Saida

12

footnote, essentially, I'm paraphrasing, we take the EPA at its

13

word that they will work with Mr. Brace to try to accomplish

14

ghat goal°

15

remedies may be available,

16

The judge said in a

If he does not, we won't venture to say what legal

Subsequent meetings, culminating in the 2012 meeting

17

that Mss Brown was not at and I was not at, culminated in that

18

meeting, that was the purpose°

19

modify his Consent Order, he did note

20

a letter and phone campaign to try to get the EPA to come out

21

and say where this 30 acres is flooding my property, I can't do

22

it, yes he did>

23

large dispute as to what was said at that meeting.

24
25

Did Mr. Brace fulfill Rule 6 to
Did Mro Brace engage in

There was a meeting and there was a verb, very

MR. KOGAN:

There were requests by Mro brace to seek

permitting from the EPA in order to conduct farming activity in

1

an area that wasn't supposedly covered by the Consent D~creea

2

That permit was denied on multiple occasions.

3

basically placed ~xx1 a position where he could not farm on that

4

parcel.

5

flooding fram a parcel due to enforcement, which h~ vaould argue

6

would be over enforcement of the Consent D~creee

So he was

In an area that would have been affected by the

7

One of the other key points that occurred in the

8

taking case was the judge actually recognized, actually 'che

9

government`s awn attorney actually recogn.izecl that the law was

10

not clear and that if the prapert~ was to be returned to the

11

status it was, the state it vaas in 1984, a dry state, not a wet

12

state, i.t would then be able to qualify for an exclusion under

13

the Clean Water Act's jurisdiction 'totally and would make the

14

Consent Decree unnecessary.

15

The .reason the government now selectively, had then

16

selectively, has chosen a different date, maven though. its own

17

witness disagreed with them, was laecause they vaanted the land.

18

to remain wet, so they could exercise 404 jurisdiction under

~9
20

the land had been dry because of prior conservation, which had

21

been. approved by the Soil Conservation Service of the USDA.

22

That ta}ees it from under the Clean Tnlater Act a

23

s

24

.-.~

25

"
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1

Mr, Devlin stated there.

2

purpose is clear from its termsa

3

presume that reasonably in looking at the Consent Decreed

4

First of all, 'the Consent Decree's
I think that the court can

I would also mote for purposes of the July 2012

5

meeting, was not as Mr. Devlin represented, but Ntr, Brace

6

contacted the courts about requesting a jurisdictional

7

determination so he could clean what he called were clean water

8

deficiencies on his property.

9

court went out on a site visit°

Thai is why the EPA and the
It hacl nothing to do wit1~ the

10

Consent Decree, it was whither or not there were certain

11

ditches on his property thate he could. clear or whether he

12

needed a 404 permit.

13

THE COURT:

Here's tl~a.e thing that's going ono

14

We're xaow digging into what was said and when it was in effect,

15

which we have to do as lawyer .

16

my mind, of a fix, a fix whereby we keep Elk Creek cle~.n and

17

Mre Brace can farm his land,

18

ground.

19

MSo BROWN:

but we`re losing sight of, in

There leas to be some middle

What I would sad, dour Honor, and I

20

certainly understand that.

21

tying to do pra~or to initiating the motion to enforce, filing

22

the motion to enforce°

23

not seen the ac~u~l evidence of the contiguous and.

24

unanticipated consequences which caused flooding to the other

25

areas of the property°

I think that vaas what we were

V~hat we have trouble with is we have

To be honest, it ~rould have been

1

considered by the Court of ~'ed.eral Claims in the taking action,

2

they also felt the defendants hadn't establ~.shed that evidence,

3

So it's our understanding that 1~lr, Brace wants to

4

farm the 30 acres tha~G are protected by tkae Consent Decree, I

5

don't think there is a reasonable way we ca.n do that under the

6

Clean Water A.ct ,

7

MI2. KOGAN:

dour Honor, the purpose of the Consent

8

Decree i.s in question because it wasn't stated irl the Consent

9

Decree what its purpose really was.

But it was understooel by

10

the parties in testimony, subject to sanction for perjury, that

11

it was t~ bri.ng the property ]crack to the state it vaas in in

12

1984.

13

speaking, the status of, the actual status of the property at

14

that point in history needs to lam shown°

15

parties in entering into the Consent Decree needs to be shown.

16

And. counsel for the government says i.t's already been shown,

17

We don't have and evidence to see any of that because we don't

18

have a record°

1.9

destroyed the record after 20 yearsa

2d

2012, which destroyed a lot of paperwork i.n hi.s office.

21

onl~r access that we would have to the record would be what the

22

government has and the government has refined to grant us that

23

access,

24
25

Fac'cually speaking, that needs to be shown°

Factually

The mind set of the

We don't have a record because the court had

THE COURT:

The client had a flood in
The

Would the go~rernment consider redrafting

the Consent Order for today and enter ~. neva C~n~ent Order,

Ct~fJ

1

because time changes and land changes, circumstances change?

2

1~IS . BROV~N:

I' m not going to say - - that we

3

certainly would.n't consider ita

4

to offer thato

5

ambiguous°

6

It`s our position the Consent Decree is not

It`s unambiguouse
THE COtJR.T :

7

concern°

8

these years.

9

I'm not prepared at this time

But i.t may rant be relevant , that ` s my

If the land changes and circumstances change over all

MS. ~ROWNo

I would argue ~ha.t the defendants have

10

never moved to modify the Consent Decree, have never moved to

11

terminate it.

12

unilaterally tra.ings have changed.

13

THE C~URT>

But have engaged in self-help and dust decided

That's a problems

I'm thinking the

14

right answer in this case may nod be a decision on the current

15

Consent Decree, it might be to try to find a better way

16

forward.

l7

MR, KOGAN:

Your Honor, if I may,

If I may step

18

forvaard and say, refer to the documents that were exchanged

19

during mediatioxa. without actually men.tionir~.g the document o

2Q

The government had put forth a proposal°

21

Decree that ~rou are indicating could perhaps be passible -- not

22

in a way that would resemble that which they included as an

23

example in the proposed position paper, that Consent Decree

24

which would be 24 pages long, compared to 8 pages, if the

25

government rethought the Consent Decree like if it was drafted

If a new Consent

l
2

THE COURT:

Did ghat give relief to the client?

3

MRo KOGANo

No, it actually was more onerous than

4

the existing one,

5

MR. DEVLINo

If I could add two points>

Ag~.in, I'm

6

not go~n.g to talk about these mediation discussions, settlement

7

discussions we had beforehand,

8

with Mr. Brace on the physical aspects of the property, as to

9

what he could do.

There ~nras significant movement

He's lived. 30 years vrith fighting this.

10

I'm sure you're well aware of that,

11

reach an agreement with the gavernment, which hay been held up

12

in part by penalties>

13

client and feeling that his property in the past, he has been

14

given no just compensation -- people too}

15

what the property should be like in. th.e taking case.

16

gees to meet with them, he gets a letter by the government

17

indicating that what you folks were told was not right,

18

here's an enforcement actions

19

changes,

20

done by the township, Mr. Brace had nothing to do with it,

21

township went in to alter the culvert by raising it up, which

22

caused the water level to adjust.

23

We have been unable to

That's part of the real issue with my

certain posi,t.iox~s on
When he

Now,

There also have been physical

There was a culvert going right into that -- that was
The

We gat 30 days of not just legal developments, of

24

factual developments, that have nothing to do with Para brace.

25

I know that Mro brace has utilized my services throughout this

1

period of time h~ree

2

does not know about the filing of a Rule 6 on modification of

3

his judgment.

4

is on site with Mr. Lapp saying here's where I think the

5

Consent Order apples, and Mr. Lapp is telling him, I'm saying

6

this,

7

is telling him, Bob, we don.'t really care exactly where it

8

is -- 30 acres, 25 acres, it doesn`t re~.11y matter, what cara. we

9

do to make it work.

Bu.t Mre brace i.s a farmer°

Mr. brace

He does not know those types of things.

When he

but what we intend on showing with discoverer, Mr. Lapp

He's feeling rally good abut that,

10

feeling that's going to be successfula

11

later, he gets a letter from a law~rer sa~rin.g tnrhat he told you

12

vaas wrong, ~rou' re not allowed to do it .

13

sitting here in front of you,

14

the government, based on their cha~°acterization that this is a

15

cut arad dry case - -

And thin 18 months

T~vo years later we're

One of the reasons we believe

16

THE COURT°

17

to blowup government°

1~

Let's try to go about this i.n a way that will satisfy the

19

regulations that you are sworn to uphold and to give this

20

farmer some relief from government interference°

2l

l~Ra DEVLINo

22

NlS. BROWN:

Tha.s is why people in the heartland want
I'm a federal employee, too, Ms. Brown.

Deal?

Fine by us,
I'm willing to work with them,

I just

23

would reiterate that we tried to do this for abut a year ~.nd,

24

unfortunately, we got stuck.

25

motion.

That a.s why we had to file this

1
2

THE COURT:

because I'm the assigned judge, it's

hard for me to do that°

t~ho was the mediator?

3

MR. DE~TLINo

4

he's out of Rochester.

5

to find someone who has both Clean Water Act knowledge,

6

agricultural, how farming works.

7

THE COURT o

8

His name is David Cook, your Honor,
We utilized him because it's very hard

~Iow clid you do it when he wras not on

ECF?

9

I~IR, DEVLINa

We filed., actually Attorney Brown. was

1.0

kind enough to, she filed the appointment.

11

that they don`t have to be iri the Western District.

12
13

THE COUF2T <

The rules provide

I thought they had to }ae of f this

approved list.

14

MF2.. DE~TLIN e

Actually I th~ugh~ the same thing,

15

when. we were looking for someone outside of that list, I got

16

concerned and I went back and looked at the policies°

17

the list is provided for convenience.

18

that are qualified.

19

you can make that request and the court can gram it.

21

MRa 1~EVLIiVo

Da.d the person have tkxe ability to get

M~ belief is that Nls. Brown is the

likely one who filed the mediatox°`s report,

24
25

Convenience as to folks

on ECF?

22
23

They say

But if a person is otherwise qualified,

THE COURTo

20

And

THE COURT:
that aside.

That's of interest to me -- sorr~r for

It would be helpful to put a judicial officer on

1

it for an attempt, before we get going on the motion,

2
3

MSo BROWN:

Your Honor, one thing I would raise.

I think that might be helpfulo

.And I do not want to get into

cliscussa.ons with what happened at the mediation°

At the

5

mediation, defendants presented a claim against the government

6

that vaasn`t filed, which made this a very difficult mediata.an.

7

I think i~ vaould be helpful to have someone, a mediator

8

selected.

We are happy to work with him again.

9

be helpful to have a judicial officer involved.

Btzt it might

10

THE COURTa

Judicial officers aren't the experts in

11

the bu~a.ness, either.

12

thought,

13

the ADR, might be the person that, rather than have to deal

14

with them uncomfortably, you might want to try and sit down and

15

hammer things outo

16

'dime period you want for discovery?

We decide these cases, t000

This is a

That whoever has been assigned your motions regarding

17

bet's see if we can do tkaato

MR. DEVLIN:

What is the

Yotar Honor, I belie~re I requested six.

18

months.

19

completely candid, part of that is because the first three

20

months of those summer months I know I have some trials.

21

is why I requested that°

22

diligen.tlye

23

there's lots of reasons that Mr. brace being a farmer is

24

relevanta

25

with legal feesa

I recognize that is a fair period of time.

To be

That

I will assure you that we will work

In addition to simply being a farmer -~ well,

Part of it, this is not a giant corporation dealing
The process, as I stated, ire ax°e going to

F

depose eight people°

I am mindful of being a good steward of

2

my client's resourcese

3

work°

We are not going to c10 unnecessary

4
5

be any discovery?

6

~S' .

~~~WT~:

`Z'~lc~t ~ S COY'Z'@Ct a

W@ C~.011~ t

~.}.11T1k ~.rl~z'2

7

should be six months of discovery, if the court were to grant

8

discoverer,

9

honest.

We feel this is a delay tactic, to be campletely

10
11
12

MSo BROWNa

Just in net getting this case decided,

13

I think there's some consideration that opposing counsel thinks

l~

that at some point the United States is going to withdraw th:ei.r

15

claims.

16

THE COURTa

Here's what I'm going to do.

I`m going

17

to hold up putting together an order to go forward with

18

discovery until I determine, which I will do quickly, whether

19

ADR with a judicial officer would be a good first response.

2a

I will send out an order with that time line when I make that

21

decision.

22

will list a case management order. I will do one of those

23

things in either a week to 10 days.

24

responses due and those sorts of thing~a

25

that until -- there vaould. be a lot of supplemental things gaming

And if I decide that this should not occur, then I

I know that there are
Let's hold off on

~3

1

ono

2

send out the case management order that lists those things°

But let's just hold off on all of that for now until I

3

THE COURT°

You were going to say something?

4

MR. KOGA~Te

The government, your Honor, believes

5

that this is a case of major significance within the lexicon of

6

the Department of Justice°

7

have filed this action within 10 dais of the inauguration of an

Were it not true, they would not

administration with distinctly different policies.
9
10

There are

other issues beyond that, though°
THE COURT:

They're not going to affect meo

My

11

interest is to get a good resolution here that follows the law

12

and doesn't put Mro Brace under.

13

judicial officer.

14

MRo DEVLIN:

~5

THE COURT:

16

MR. DEVLINe

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. DEVLIN:

So that`s my concern as a

I have one procedural question.

Certainlya
It deals with the other cage.
I can`t do anything about that case°

When you talk about deadlines, for

19

instance, we have a deadline to respond to the motion with

20

regard to affirmative defenses.

21

meet and confer about the possibility of consolidating these,

22

at least for pretrial purposes.

23

24
25

THE COURT:

I will call Attorney gown ~o

She is not allowed to refer me a case

pretrial when I wasn't polled on it originally.
MR. DEVLINa

Thank you, dour Honor, I underst~ndo

m
THE COURT :

The reason I thin}. that she may riot

2

understand, she`s not a judge in our court.

3

awkward position.

4

she would be quite happy to hear that you.`d be willing to go in

5

front of a judicial officer in the Western District of

6

Pennsylvania and attempt to settle both cases,

7

something to ask for her to do,

8

possilaility and talk to some of my colleagues to see if they

9

would be willing to take it on.

10

'That puts me in an

I do think it would be worthwhile, I think

MR. DEVLINa

So that is

I'm going to look at that

Judge Schwab actually, I believe

11

entered the ADR in both dockets, which is why we were filing

12

all those motions with. both docket numbers under them.

13

agreed t~.at if we were going to go into mediation, we agreed to

14

go to mediation, i.t simply made sense to try to get the entire

15

tl-a.ing resolved o

16

THE COURT:

All right.

We

Let's hold off on the things

17

not decided today.

18

this case o

19

sure Judge Rothstein understands that we have these weird, nit

20

weird, very cool magistrate judge rules in this circuit.

21

Let's held off on any of tl~.e deadlines iri

No e 17-6 I can' t get a~n~rolved in.

MR o D~~7LIN:

I' m not

e~ren

I' m not going say vae would go one vJay

22

or the other<

23

could gel involved, if you became the juda.cial officer handling

24

the case

25

But if we consented to your jurisdiction, you

t

•_

•.~r•

1

that onto

2

a magistrate judge, not necessarily me.

When you sign a consent, you're signing a consent to

3

MR. DEVLIN:

4

THE COURT:

Even if it's an Erie case?
I do believe so.

I believe so, yes.

5

Technically, we`d have to work that through.

6

make more sense for it to come to me,

7

water.

8

district judge in this seat,

9

works.

10

I agree it would

I'm just trying to tread

As you know, three -and-a-half years of not having a
We will do our best, however that

I'm not giving Ms. Br9wn a chance to make her comments,

I will do that nowo

11

MS< BROWN:

Well, your Honor, it's mfr understanding,

Z2

if I could reiterate what I think you`re doing, just to make

13

sure I understood it correctly.

14

management order.

15

appropriate or are you tabling that?

.Are you deciding Hour that discovery is

THE COURT:

16

You will issue a case

Ivy, I am going to look into further ADR

~7

at this poi.nte

18

any new d~.scovery i~ necessary for that.

19

in front of that judicial officer your ideas of what went on at

20

the meeting, all of that stuff, w~~hout having it on a

21

deposita.on records

22

a better shat of coming to a conclusion that would be pasitive

23

for the ~overnm~nt and not devastating to Mr. Brace, also, all

2~

right<

25

fudge Schwab, I've never seen an order quite like this one, I'm

That doesn't even entail me.

I do ncat think

because you can place

But I think the judicial officer would have

I also want to say that in my entire life, God bless

1
2
3

MS e BR06~TN:
years of practice.

I have never seen one li}~e that in mfr

Your Honor,

jest as a request, if the court

could refer this to a judicial officer for mediation, that it
5

be done in a short timeframe.

6

tithe preparing for mediation and going to mecliati.on.

7

there in good faith, despite the statements made in the mota.on

8

for sanctionsa

9

discuss, defendants were there with different purposeso

10

We already ha~re spent a lot of
We vaere

I felt like for some reason, which I won't
but

I'd like to just keep this moving as quickly as possible.

11

THE COURTo

I think ghat's right.

I'm more about

12

getting this right.

13

whoever is working with you on ita

14

worst of government regulations should reign down. on this mano

15

And I want to ~.ry to come to an agreement that will take care

16

of the concerns of the government, which are real, as well as

17

making sure this man doesn't go under, all right, and that's

18

real.

19

we`re adjourned.

All rights

I really think you need to go back to

We will clo our best,

~

20

I do not believe that the

_

,

Thank ~r~u very much,

~

~ ~

21
22
23
24
25
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1
2
3
4
5

I, Ronald J, bench, certify that the foregoing is a

6

correct transcript from the record of proceedings in the

7

above -entitled mater.
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Ronald Je Bench

